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Engineering Products and Services
Industrial Farming and Processing










Informative courses, education environment (heads, hands and machines)
Seed evaluation and seeding technology
Practice and machining of harvesting, combine harvester, reting, storing
Practice and machining of hemp straw processing to raw materials, semi products various
fibres, shives
Starting / building up the various industries in an industrial cluster where the industries are
connected in order to tell the marketing story together
Leverage of joint forces thanks to parallel build ups and permanent knowledge exchange
between active partners and corporations in Switzerland, East Germany, Austria, Italy,
Croatia, Serbia, Ukraine, Dubai, Qatar, Brasilia, Chile, …
Involvement with traditional industries e.g. Rieter Winterthur Weaving Competences which
help to adopt their solutions to process the new materials in order to achieve established
quality standards with semi products and consumer products
Prepared access to poly-technical, agricultural, humanistic universities and institutes in
material research & development
Potentially involved with selected, appropriate foundations i.e. Ellen McArthur, Ernst Göhner
foundation (EGS), MAVA foundation in order to drive the move towards renewable resources
and circular and solidary economy as an alliance on supporting platforms

Circular and Solidary Economy as a stimulating, fruitful combination





Sociocratic knowledge and experienced-innovation gathering in growing circles and clusters
Start and support of operations in hubs for community empowerment and resilience
Detection, involvment and reactivation of lost industrial competences and resources in the
new contemporary context after a shift in paradimes
Address and involve the further economic, social, cultural and ecological environment and
spheres

Actual Offerings and Prices
Processing Technology




Contract for engineering, construction, hand over to operations EUR 90’000/site
Design and supply of the key unit from Switzerland
EUR 50’000
Service agreement to ensure continuous operations
EUR 10’000 p.a. + expenses
Also see www.glaernischtextil.ch/engineering

Circular and Solidary Economy Practice




Teaching, consulting, coaching, empowering on site
Supporting and leveraging institutional and public relations
Leverage the various stories and support the creation of growing momentum with an impact
on regional and global markets, customer and institutional behaviour
EUR 6’000 per week + expenses
Also see www.en-gage.ch/home-e and www.friedensbudget.ch/public-initiative
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